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moore ruble yudell
SOUTH RESTROOM RENOVATION
FINISH MATERIALS

Accent Color for Women's Restroom
(to be confirmed with mock up in field)

Wall tile at water closets and urinals
Quartzstone countertop
Typical wall paint color
Floor tile

Stainless steel accessories and toilet partitions
Grout

Accent Color for Men's Restroom
(to be confirmed with mock up in field)

Wall mounted light fixture for sink area
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SOUTH RESTROOM RENOVATION
FINISH PLAN

Accent Color for Women's Restroom
(to be confirmed with mock up in field)

Accent Color for Men's Restroom
(to be confirmed with mock up in field)

Wall tile at water closets and urinals
See at walls in plan for locations.
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Women's Restroom
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Men's Restroom
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